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Abstract

The present study attempts to analyze the asymmetrical cointegration between
agriculture and economic growth in Iran using Enders & Siklos (2001) method and some
other techniques available for time series econometrics. To this end, first the
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin (KPSS) unit root test and then the Engle Grenger (E-
G) cointegration test were applied respectively to study the stationarity of the pattern
variables, and long run and equilibrium relation after ascertaining the stationarity
position of the variables.The results show the long run and equilibrium relation between
variables. But the Engle Grenger cointegration test encounters to speciosity error in
asymmetrical cointegration (Nonlinear relation). So for investigating this relation and
following from Enders & Siklos method, both of Threshold Autoregressive (TAR) and
Momentum-Threshold Autoregressive (M-TAR) models were used for asymmetrical
cointegration. The results of estimating two mentioned patterns also show the
asymmetrical cointegration among variables.
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Introduction

The survey of economic evolution process in countries shows the important role of agriculture sector in
economic growth of these countries. Agriculture sector was the main economic activities in the past . It was
developed by the formation and capitalistic system growth that it is mixed with industrial activities in the
developed countries thesedays . And it has an important role in capital centralization. Expanding theories of
1950 – 60  years had special emphasize on using agriculture sector capacity in making industrial
complicated society. Also , the classic theorists of permanent extension maintain an so important role and
determinant for agriculture in growth and extension process.

The agriculture has this sufficiency that performs such significant role in the economic dynamism growth
.This sector in the economic growth process has a basic role in the growing and expanding because of
producing the important part of national income and containing the main part of workers and commen capital
in economic .The most productions in agriculture sector in addition of foreign exchange saving ,  it will come
development for other economic sectors .While agriculture has been profitable and the amount of expenses ,
the rate of production in the passing time harmonize . In  addition of the quantity and quality production of
idealistic crops , the satisfaction  of producers also is provided and with giving and making economic  ,
cultural , healthy , and social substructures in villages , the economic process and the whole development of
these regions will be vindicated .therewith , satisfaction and welfare provision of these people from society ,
we can prevent from irregular migration to the cities and also the economic growth of countries is protected.

The determining of agriculture value for a country seems almost impossible. Because in the other hand ,
the vital foodstuff for human is provided , and the other side , more countries have the biggest share in the
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engagement yet . Agriculture in many developing countries is almost economic public sector .This sector
consists of 45 to 90 percent of production and 60 to 96 percent of society engagement .The agriculture has a
lot of capacities in Iran which should be proceeded to them and the agriculture is always named as
development axis . So the economic growth of developing countries has near relationship with the total
development of agriculture sector .

There have been many studies about the role of agriculture in economic growth. And Kuznets (1964) has
designed a simple model to determine the agriculture’s contribution to gross domestic production.

Ghatak & Ingersant (1984) have demonstrated that according to Solo model the agriculture contributions
to development is regressive and it has a very low impact in the ending stages of the development; the gross
production proportion between the non-agriculture sector and agriculture sector is highly dependent to the
country’s development degree, and it is a bit higher in developed countries and the growth rate in non-
agriculture sectors are higher than the agriculture sector’s.

By reviewing the relationship between agriculture sector and economy, Erh-cheng (1988) came into this
conclusion that agriculture has a great positive impact on economic growth through influencing the Total
Factor productivity.

Fat’Hi (1993) also reviews Iran’s agriculture sector role during 1974-1990 using the Kuzentes formula.
According to these results, it was indicated that, unlike the usual, the agriculture sector growth rate unlike
other sector’s growth rate, was increasing. Samadi (1999) also confirmed this fact.
Steven (1999) made a four phase numerical simulation model to review agriculture’s sector growth on other
economy sectors in Ethiopia. The sectors reviewed in his model are as followed: Agriculture, Services,
traditional Industry and modern Industry. Then Steven calculated the macroeconomic growth coefficients in
Agriculture, Services, traditional Industry and modern Industry sector by shocking the incomes, and used the
estimation model. The results of his studies indicate that the agriculture sector has the highest growth
coefficient after industry sector.

Haji rahimi and Torkamani (2003) tried to review the role of agriculture in Iran’s economic growth and the
results showed that service sector’s value added, private sector’s investment in agriculture, government’s
investment in agriculture, oil sector’s value added and technology developments had a positive and
meaningful relation and terms of trades had a negative meaningful relation to agriculture sector’s value
added.

Research Methodology

In this essay for investigating the long run and equilibrium relation between variables pattern which
consists of economic growth , value added of agriculture ,services , mining , industry , and oil sectors will be
used from two methods such as Engle Grenger  and Enders & Siklos .The cointegration among variables
has been investigated in the Engle Grenger method . So that , first we try to evaluate the stationarity of
variables  ; after that assuring from being stationary of variables  at first difference , the Regression pattern is
done as long run relation between the variables  pattern . Then the outcome error term from this relation is
applied in stationarity . So that the Dickey – Fuller test or Generalized Dickey – Fuller test are used that we
can write Dickey – Fuller test as followed :

Δεt = ρεt-1 + ut (1)
If τ statistics calculated for ρ coefficient is smaller than critical values  of table in level , it can be

concluded that the result error term was stationarity in level . In  the end , variables have long run and
equilibrium relation , or cointegration together . But we should remember to a point of this method is that if
among mentioned variables have asymmetrical cointegration  relation , we can  not reconnoiter its by using
this method . So we use Enders & Siklos method which was suggested for investigating asymmetrical
cointegration . At first , the long run relation between the variables pattern  is estimated in this method , and
then we use the result error term for evaluating index function in the both of model , Threshold
autoregressive ( TAR ) , and Momentum – Threshold autoregressive ( M-TAR ). The mentioned index
function It is determined at  TAR  model in this way :
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Then in the next step with the help of the TAR results, we will check the asymmetric cointegration. This
mold is as followed:
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Also some other methods have been suggested by them. Used of previous quantities difference of error
term of index function has been evaluated as followed :
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Then with the help of the mentioned index function means Mt, M-TAR model is estimated.

(5)

It is vital to remember that threshold amount equals zero in every both of index function.

Results and Discussion

As it is mentioned this article reviews the asymmetrical cointegration relationship between agriculture
and economic growth in Iran. In order to do the data analysis and estimations we have used Eviews 7. First
we will introduce the variables and model structures and after that we will go on with estimating the moulds.

Variables
This mould variables are as followed:

GDP= Gross domestic product with stable price 100=1376 (Billion Rials)
AVA= Agriculture value added with stable price 100=1376 (Billion Rials)

SVA= service sector value added with stable price 100=1376 (Billion Rials)
IVA= Industry and mining sector value added with stable price 100=1376 (Billion Rials)

OVA= Oil sector value added with stable price 100=1376 (Billion Rials)
These variables are extracted from Islamic republic of Iran’s central bank statistics for 1959 to 2010.

Mould structure
According to researches done by Johnston & Mellor (1961) and Delgado (1993) the following mould is

taken into consideration.
Log(GDP ) = β0 + β1Log(AVA )+ β2Log(SVA) + β3Log(IVA )+ β4Log(OVA ) + ut (6)

In other words this mould is as followed.
LGDP = β0 + β1LAVA + β2LSVA + β3LIVA + β4LOVA  + ut (7)

In the above function, LGDP, LAVA, LSVA, LIVA, LOVA are respectively logarithms for gross domestic
product (economic growth), value added logarithm for agriculture, services, industry and mining and oil
sectors.

The stationarity test for the variables and error term
One necessary step in estimating the regression mould and avoiding the false regression is to test the

stationarity of these variables using the KPSS1 unit root test, and the results are provided in table 1.

1. Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin
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Table 1. Results for variable’s stationarity test
KPSS

Critical valuesStatisticVariable

0.21
0.14
0.11

0.12LGDP

0.21
0.14
0.11

0.13LAVA

0.21
0.14
0.11

0.16LSVA

0.21
0.14
0.11

0.13LIVA

0.21
0.14
0.11

0.12LOVA

Source: Test results

According to these results all the variables were stationary during the first difference, and they are alright.
But it is needed to assure that there is long run and equilibrium relationship between these variables.  So in
the next step , for estimating the long run relation among the variables  pattern , according to Johnston ,
Mellor  ( 1961 ) , and Delgado ( 1993 ) study , the below relation has been estimated.

LGDP = β0 + β1LAVA + β2LSVA + β3LIVA + β4LOVA  + ut (8)
Now we have studied the cointegration of mentioned variables by using the result error term  which the
results have been come into table 2 .

Table  2 . Results for  error term stationarity test
Critical valuesADF12Statisticerror term

10%5%1%

-1.61-1.94-2.61-7.45LAVA, LSVA,
LIVA, LOVA

                 Source: Test results

  In based on the results of mentioned table, the error term is stationary for three assurance level  : 90% ,
95 % , 99% . So we can concluded that cointegration relationship are in the Engle Granger method between
pattern variables .

However , the Engle Grenger method is faced to speciosity error in the condition of asymmetric relation ,
for investigating such a relation to follow Enders & Siklos , we have used Threshold autoregressive and
Momentum – Threshold autoregressive for evaluating  asymmetrical cointegration.

Asymmetrical cointegration
  The same as we said before , if the long run adjustment process between the variables was asymmetrical

, then the Engle Grenger test will not be the truth about the relationship between variables . So another
method which was offered by Enders & Siklos for asymmetrical cointegration relation test, we used it for
investigating asymmetrical relation among variables  pattern . The results of using this method which had
been used from Threshold autoregressive ( TAR ) and Momentum – Threshold autoregressive (M-TAR) ,
they are given in the two  below tables .In this method, the two H0 hypotheses were examined using the Wald
test (H0= p1=p2) and (H0= p1=p2=0). According to this test’s results, as the resulted probability levels and
computed F deny the two H0 hypotheses. As a result, according to table 3, the relationship between the
variables is asymmetric cointegration.

1. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF)
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Table  3. Asymmetric cointegration (Using the TAR model)
TARTAR
H0:p1=p2H0:p1=p2=0

ProbFOptimum
LagProbFModel

0.04934.088010.000111.3592LAVA, LSVA,
LIVA, LOVA

Source: Test results

According to the results of table 4 and  M-TAR  model and in based on the results probability quantities
and computed  F of wald test , the asymmetrical cointegration relation exists between the variables pattern .

Table  4. Asymmetric cointegration (Using the M-TAR model)
M-TARM-TAR
H0:p1=p2H0:p1=p2=0

ProbFOptimum
LagProbFModel

0.03324.833310.000014.5256LAVA, LSVA,
LIVA, LOVA

Source: Test results

Conclusion

The variables pattern consisted of value added logarithm of agriculture , services , industry , and mining ,
oil sectors and economic growth in the first difference stationarity To review long run and equilibrium
relationship between the mold`s variables , we have used Engle Granger method , but considering the fact
that these variables may have nonlinear relationships to each other , we have taken advantage from other
methods such as Enders & Siklos method to review the asymmetrical coinegration . The results revealed the
presence of an asymmetrical cointegration among the variables. So the asymmetrical cointegration relation
between agriculture and economic growth in Iran is confirmed.
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